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STREAMLINE AND SIMPLIFY
MICROSOFT TEAMS
GOVERNANCE WITH TELLUS
Give your staff the freedom to collaborate and get
their job done with the right governance guard rails up
TELLUS IS YOUR CENTRAL
HUB TO CREATE, MANAGE
AND GOVERN MICROSOFT
TEAMS THAT'S
INTEGRATED INTO THE
FABRIC OF THE TEAMS
APP.
Tellus controls the lifecycle of
every Team: from creation
through to archival or deletion.
Tellus provides a faster, simpler
and safer way for your staff to
take control of their
collaboration using Teams.
Tellus takes care of your
governance considerations for
you, including cataloguing your
Teams with custom metadata.

The Team, channel and tabs are all setup for your staff giving
them a running start to collaborate sooner in a structured way.

An automated approval workflow
ensures you avoid duplication
and Teams sprawl.

Each Tellus Team workspace is ready to use immediately. It’s
automatically configured with the right level of security and
compliance to meet the needs of each collaboration use case.

Tellus has 4 unique templates
that have been engineered to
meet the needs of your most
common use cases, removing
confusion about what tools to
use and when to use them.

Tellus provides a simple, central dashboard for the day-to-day
management of Teams. The personal dashboard is the only
place to see all Teams. Security permitting, staff can search
for and edit, archive and delete Teams from one place. They'll
even be able to restore deleted Teams - something only
possible through the O365 admin portal by Administrators.
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WHY DO YOU NEED TELLUS?
Managed well, Teams is your modern workplace, but without careful planning Teams
can be spiral out of control. The top 3 concerns with Teams we hear from
organisations just like yours are as follows:
1

How do I manage Teams creation, stop sprawl but empower my staff?

2

How do I manage security, compliance and external access?

3

How do I govern existing Teams and understand whether I need to keep them?

Tellus solves the number 1 challenge with Teams: governance. Best practice governance is not built
into Microsoft Teams. Tellus empowers your staff to collaborate and do their best work whilst
providing effective governance at the same time; avoiding significant risks to your organisation.

WHAT MAKES TELLUS GREAT?
Tellus' templatised approach removes the confusion of
what tools to use and when to use them for your staff.
Tellus provide a configured collaboration Teams space
that’s ready to use immediately after provisioning.
Tellus builds in and automatically applies the right level
of security and compliance for each Team use case.
Tellus captures the right metadata so you can manage
and understand who owns each Team and why.
Tellus uses workflow approvals for the creation of new
Teams to avoid duplication and Teams sprawl.

Tellus provides a personalised
dashboard to see and search for
all Teams in one place, including
inactive, archived and deleted
Teams.
Tellus gives both your staff and
Teams Admins control and a
simple interface to govern.
Tellus is built into the fabric of
the Teams app and is also
available through SharePoint.

IS TELLUS NOT EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED? WE CAN CUSTOMISE TELLUS FOR YOU!
We know every organisation uses Microsoft Teams in their own unique way.
If you would like certain features built into Tellus, we can customise your deployment for you.
We know every organisation uses Microsoft Teams in their own unique way.
If you would like certain features built into Tellus, we can customise your deployment for you.

READY TO SEE IT IN ACTION? BOOK A DEMO TODAY
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